
Take visitors on a full sensory journey with Making Scents: The Art and 
Passion of Fragrance®.  Blending flora, fashion and fragrance, this  
interactive exhibit offers a unique, innovative experience where visitors 
will discover the plants and flowers behind some of the world’s iconic 
perfumes. Showcasing some of Mother Nature’s most aromatic  
botanicals, Making Scents explores the artistry, history and science 
of fragrance utilizing STEAM teaching methods and offers hands-on 
demonstrations and intriguing interpretation that will leave visitors 
inspired about perfume and fragrance for years to come.  

Transform Your Space into a Museum for the Senses
From traditional harvest and extraction methods to chemical combinations of synthetic fragrances, Making Scents uncovers the 
scientific processes behind fragrance creation through an immersive, multi-sensory experience. Visitors will follow their noses 
around the globe by interacting with 10 different scent-seeking stations, each containing their own mystery scent and story.  
Art, passion and craft are brought together inside the exhibit’s signature “Perfume Palace” bottle display, which  showcases 
the unique designs of more than 200 intricately designed perfume bottles. By integrating horticulture, history and pop culture, 
Making Scents is sure to enlighten the senses and engage the minds of visitors about fragrance and the living world in a fun, 
dynamic way.   

EXHIBIT
FACT SHEET



EXHIBIT HIGHLIGHTS

MAKE YOUR OWN FRAGRANCE – Visitors will learn about 
basic perfume composition and create their own customized  
fragrance using two computerized stations. Nine fragrance  
bottles are placed on three sliding shelves where visitors can 
align and match their selected scents to create their own  
fragrance card – a personalized take-a-way that will leave them 
thinking (and smelling) for days!

A BOTTLE OF ART – Inside the exhibit’s iconic “Perfume  
Palace,” visitors will discover more than 200 intricately designed 
perfume bottles, some dating back to ancient Greece and Rome. 
Learn how perfume created a new art form by discovering the 
works of famous 19th century glassmakers and designers,  
including Lalique, Steuben and Tiffany. A video slideshow  
highlights historical facts and information on select bottles.

EXPLORING ESSENTIAL OILS – Visitors will discover the 
power of essential oils, including extraction methods from  
plants and the methodology of fragrance combination. An  
awe-inspiring alembic device demonstrates distillation  
processes and a perfume organ showcases a perfumer’s  
traditional working station.

SCENT SEEKERS – From explorers to researchers to artists,  
visitors will follow their noses and travel through time to learn 
about the people – and insects – that have contributed to the  
fragrance industry. Suitable for indoor or outdoor display, ten 
scent-seeking stations are placed throughout the exhibit. 
Each presents a series of clues to identify the station’s mystery 
scent and its unique story. An optional Scent Seekers Map & 
Guide provides a fun seek-and-find activity for families and kids 
of all ages. 

SEE SAMPLE FLOOR PLAN FOR DETAILS ON THESE COMPONENTS



A BOTTLE OF ART

EXPLORING ESSENTIAL OILS 

SCENT SEEKERS

MAKE YOUR OWN FRAGRANCE

SAMPLE FLOOR PLAN

Floor plan based on 3,015 square foot venue. Components can be broken up into various spaces, when necessary.

EXHIBIT HIGHLIGHTS



SIZE: Recommended for spaces containing 3,000 – 5,000 square feet. 
Modular components can be broken up into smaller halls, when  
necessary. Two large trellis sculptures suitable for outdoors, greenhouse  
or conservatory (indoor height requirement is 20 feet).  Indoor  
“Perfume Palace” height requirement is 12 feet. 

VENUE PERIOD: 12 weeks 

AUDIENCE: Adults, middle school students+ 

SECURITY: Standard 

SHIPPING: One-way inbound, paid by host venue 

SUPPORT: Exhibit technician oversees installation  and takedown.  
Marketing kit and educational  materials are available. Artifact collection  
to be  handled by trained curatorial and/or exhibit staff. 

RENTAL FEE: Call for details

APPROPRIATE FOR: Natural history museums,  science centers,  
botanical gardens and cultural institutions. 

EXHIBIT DETAILS

FOR MORE   
INFORMATION  
OR TO REQUEST  
A BOOKING: 

VISIT:  makingscentsexhibit.com
  
EMAIL:  info@ncarboretum.org
  
CALL:  828-665-2492


